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Every being cries in silence to be read otherwise. 
  
 ― Simone Weil, Gravity and Grace 
 

 
 





1. 
 
The Niña,  
Pinta,  
Santa Maria. 
Schoolgirl magic. 
 
Niña, the little one, 
Pinta, the painted one. 
The Holy Galician, 
grail of ships. 
 
Damsels in full sail, 
caravels,  
not a hint  
of the havoc to come. 
 



2. 
 
Dresses 
as sacraments. 
Pleats, ruffles,  
smocking. 
X’s,  
raw edges, 
previous lives. 
 
Smock,  
a shimmering 
cleft in the air 
where a body slips 
out of time. 
 
To promise  
is to send forth, 
as an arrow.  
To sew,  
sashiko, 
little stabs, 
forth. 
 
 
 



3. 
 
Stone, paper, scissors. 
One, a trembling.  
Two lips, a lisp. 
Three stars or birds, 
things in the sky 
numbers are the relics of. 
But these oracles  
that once were trees 
still are. Just 
listen. 
 



4. 
 
To clothe in lucency 
the communicant. 
 
To solve for now 
with the strange logic 
of religion, the one 
true problem, 
whose name is love. 
 
To make bone talk, 
the stonework 
that outlives promises, 
cool mornings, 
and the intimate things  
we do with our eyes.  
 



5. 
 
Three doors, 
of, and, the. 
Three white birds. 
Fragile arks 
for holy trysts.  
 
 



6. 
 
Where did the wives and maidens go? 
To themselves, to that meadow 
of sun in mist,  
beholden only to music. 
Holy ghosts, subjects  
of no aubade, overturned  
origins, uterine. 
Aubades themselves, 
those gone girls and women 
whose shoes are wet grass,  
whose light rains over the roses of Sharon. 



7. 
 
Where is the stone. 
Am I speaking too softly? 
To say a thing’s name 
is praise enough. 
There is a stone hid 
in the paper, 
in a skimmed chapter, 
in the lady chapel  
behind the altar,  
an alterity  
at the very center, 
the Other stone. 
 



8. 
 
And that stone 
that O  
or other is,  
that nothing  
like a bell she sounds, 
is the laughter of Sarah, 
the alkahest 
the wind carries in its belly. 
 



9. 
 
Z’eroa,  
zero, 
the embrace.  
Curve of God’s  
outstretched arm. 
Womb, word, cresting wave. 
Foam love is born from. 
 
 



  
10. 
 
The abstract garb of abstractions. 
The thought of flowers is irresistible, 
the irresistible flowers of thought, 
unseen, night-blooming 
thoughts without thought,  
desirous as sighs with no if only,  
open mouthed sighs of pure complicity.  
 
 



 
11. 
 
There is a stone, 
a font  
hid in the paper 
like the beautiful shell  
of St. Sulpice, 
a gift from Venus   
for holy water,  
O, inexhaustible  
empty plenum 
of David’s psalms, 
Solomon’s metaphors. 
 



12. 
 
A curve without end,  
a zero-ness,  
the quietness  
who comes before  
word or mirror.  
Then comes one,  
the eidolon, 
to return for our gaze  
a civilized, spiritual poise. 
 
 
 



Notes: 
 
A French version of the game Stone, Paper, Scissors 
admits the existence of a fourth dimension: the well 
(here mirror, font, pool, zero, &c). Pierre, papier, 
ciseaux, puits.  Stone, paper, scissors, well. 
 
The haunting phrase “a civilized, spiritual poise” is 
from an essay by Peter Schjeldahl on the paintings of 
Piero Della Francesca.  
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